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Abstract:  

Orhan Pamuk, the Turkish Nobel-laureate in literature is a popular as well as avant-

garde writer and his writings have been translated into dozens of languages. His 

writings  are a response to turbulent times causing   pain and confusion and express the 

internal debates of the   voiceless majority and marginalized people. According to 

Ülker Gökberk,  Pamuk‟s ouvre is “dedicated to themes such as Turkey‟s stance 

between East and West; its Ottoman past and Western-oriented present; conflicts 

arising from old and new definitions of the artist, of faith and a non-religious lifestyle.” 

My article “In search of Identity amidst the Clash of Cultures: A Study of Pamuk‟s The 

New Life”  shows Orhan Pamuk‟s The New Life is a novel that celebrates multiple 

identities.  It also unravels the conflict between the old way of life resented by the 

young and the increasing domination by the West through new products and irresistible 

books which lure the young to seek love, adventure and new realms of imagination and 

existence and the search of meaning of life in the face of the clash of cultures, 

accidents, death   on the part of the protagonist  Osman who can be found  not only in 

Turkey but also in India. 

Keywords: The Oriented, migration, marginality, cultural uncertainty, identity. 

    Orhan Pamuk, the Turkish Nobel-laureate in literature is a popular as well as avant-garde 

writer and his writings have been translated into dozens of languages. His writings are a 

response to turbulent times causing   pain and confusion and express the debates of the   

voiceless majority and marginalized people facing the relentless assault by the Western 

culture. According to Ülker Gökberk,  Pamuk‟s ouvre is “dedicated to themes such as 

Turkey‟s stance between East and West; its Ottoman past and Western-oriented present; 

conflicts arising from old and new definitions of the artist, of faith and a non-religious 

lifestyle. Even though these themes seem to imply binary oppositions, Pamuk complicates 
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dualities through various strategies, most notably the doubling of his fictional characters and 

their switching of identities.”  

     Orhan Pamuk‟s The New Life (1997) is a novel that celebrates multiple identities. It‟s a 

reaction against the tediousness of the limitation in a particular place. It shows how an 

individual dreams  and endeavors to escape the tyranny of geography. The bus ride of the 

protagonists mentioned  in the novel is also an attempt to  give wings to   imagination. The 

longing for love is a search for the holy grail or elixir. New life is exciting, enticing and 

worth chasing. The book helps in   understanding  formation and conflict between different 

identities  in the context of the Middle East, especially Turkey. Amartya Sen  says that the 

obsession with the West from the perspective of retributive agenda in the form of getting 

even or catching up with the West  makes one‟s identity slavish. He also argues  for a 

reasoned choice and the recognition of  impact of politics apart from culture, class, race, 

gender or profession on one‟s identity(112) .   

      The conflict between the East and the West  which tears the soul of Turkey asunder 

between national culture and western  “imposition of inferiority” (Sen 89) is presented 

sharply in the novel. The former represents slow and settled life whereas the latter demands 

constant change. The struggle is between the desire for  security and  necessity of growth and 

development, the old social and political order and the new order, proximity to nature and 

mastery of technology that alienates man from man, nature and other creatures. 

   Janan tells Osman, a young student of architecture how she has fallen in love with Mehmet   

who has faced  terror in his pursuit of new life.  Osman, the narrator and the protagonist who 

has  experienced a fleeting  moment of love is moved so deeply that he  looks for her in many 

places. When he goes to her parent‟s house, he comes to know that  she has left the house in 

search of new life depicted in a book. Her  father inquires Osman whether he has any political 
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or revolutionary background. The book inspires the young people who are prepared to face 

hardships or journey on the uncharted waters.  

      As in  kafka‟s  novel The Castle,  the reader also experiences a sense of mystery 

regarding  the book much talked  about. It is  an enchanting and enthralling book given by a 

lovely  girl to a young man seeking love and meaning of life. While reading the book, Osman 

has felt that the old things became trivial and unknown things   have come into his ken 

exhilarating him so much that “all creation seemed worthy of attention.” (5) The book as well 

as Osman have  got mutually transformed. When Janan asks him whether he would face 

death even if he were killed for reading the book, Osman replies in the affirmative   though 

he sees no reason for it to happen.  

Accident leading to Rumination over Death:  

      The book depicts incidents bordering on the fantasy and fact. Osman   sees  that a person 

has shot at Janan and her friend Mahmet and escapes from the scene.  But Osman fails to 

confirm it since he finds none injured in the hospital when he goes to find it.  In his search for 

the new world and Janan, Osman starts  on an endless journey on buses and meets with an 

accident, sees the corpses and even takes the wallet of a fellow passenger to carry him 

through in his necessity. In his journey Osman sees  many things and people. He wants to be 

here and there, himself and the other at the same time. When the  bus in which he is travelling 

meets with an accident, he comes out of the bus and ruminates. He escapes death and feels 

darkness as „paradisiacal‟, touches a rock „longingly‟ and wonders, “Can it be , O star, that 

the other time has given this present time a glimpse of itself? I could see my own life in the 

dark. I read a book and found you. If this be death, then I am born again. I am here, in this 

world, a brand new being with no memory and no past.” (47) 
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     Osman could hear the crackling in  the earth and the ticking of the watch and marvels 

whether he has to  die without understanding three dimensional  silence called time, life,  the 

world ,the book and even without seeing  Janan‟s face once more. He fantasizes seeing Janan 

in a moving bus, feels like boarding it and taking her in his arms, feels hopeless and tired  and 

wishes to be the man seen through half-closed curtains and sitting at the table and smoking 

when their „angry‟ bus sped by “past midnight through the narrow streets of some secluded 

town.” (53)  Pamuk, in his style of writing  creates an  atmosphere of lyricism in the mundane 

life and  tells that life is time, time is accident and accident means new life. He beautifully 

captures the longing on the part of Osman on the move how he would like to be the  other.  

      Osman hears the call of silence and thinks, „Why buses, nights, towns? why all the roads, 

bridges, faces? Why solitude that like a hawk overwhelms the night / Why word that get 

caught in appearance? Why time that has no return?”(48). He could hear the crackling in  the 

earth and the ticking of the watch and marvels whether he has to  die without understanding 

three dimensional  silence called time, life,  the world ,the book and even without seeing  

Janan‟s face once more.  

     Osman who has been  injured in an accident  gets treatment in the town Sirinyer. His 

ardent desire is to see the unknown.  His dilemma is Hamletian – to be here and somewhere 

else, to live  in a time other than this and to experience the nether world and lose oneself in 

the abysmal night.        

     Pamuk‟s description of Osman‟s night ride on a bus strikes a chord in the heart of  the 

reader who has had a similar experience of bus journey. His prose touches the heights of 

poetry. 

Ah, you who ride the night buses! My abject brethren! I know you too are seeking      

the hour of zero gravity. Ah, to be neither here nor there !To become someone else 
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and roam the peaceful garden that exists between the two worlds! How well I know 

that the soccer fan in the leather jacket is not waiting for the game to start but 

anticipating the hour of hazard when bleeding copiously he becomes a blood-red hero. 

And I also Know that the elderly woman who keeps  taking something out of her 

plastic bag and stuffing it in her mouth is not in reality dying to  reunite with her  

sisters and  nieces but to reach  the threshold of the nether world… And I am sure  

that the pasty –faced high school kid dozing in his seat up front is not dreaming  of 

kissing his sweetheart but of the forceful impact when he kisses the windshield with 

passion and vehemence (54).  

    Janan relates how she and Mehmet have become friends and lovers. Mehmet has read the 

book and made a clean  break with his past, family and advises her to concern herself  with 

his present identity only. The book has come to be read and   influences  Janan, Mehmet, 

Osman and many others who have faith. It gives many insights to them to understand 

luminescent streets of Istanbul and people- the old man  waiting to pickup his grandson, the  

mother mare and   skinny horses pulling the carts. Janan tells Osman that Mehmet has 

become liberated from the old life by an accident. “True; accidents are departures, and 

departures are accidents. The angel becomes visible at the magical moment of   departure, 

and it is then that we perceive the real meaning of  the turmoil called life . ” (75) 

     The  reading of the book set Osman in search of Jenan in search of Mehmet  who has been 

on a perilous  journey to the new life .  On the way Osman , the narrator  „I‟ throughout the 

novel gets a moment of awareness of the meaning of life. Jenan and he witness an accident in 

which a young girl whose  boyfriend dies in the accident  refers to  them angels. The girl also 

later dies in the comforting hands of Jenan. Throughout the novel the word „angel‟ is used 

frequently and it may refer to   the  guardian angel or angel of death.  

In the novel what amazes one is how the  author takes up the  device of changing 

identities and harps on malleability  of identity. Mehmet was Nahit, the only son of Dr. Fine, 

a dealer in artifacts who gets anxious over the change in his son. He   is determined to  

oppose the great theory of conspiracy  by the West. He couldn‟t understand how a single 
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book could bring such a change  in the person. He employs detectives  to unravel the secret 

and they report on Nahit‟s activities regularly and for payment. Nahit changes from an 

ordinary student into an avid reader of the book, seeks the kindred souls, talks to the  author 

in passion, goes on a restless bus journey followed by agents and finally „dies‟ in an accident. 

The name of the book remains mysterious but the young people‟s attraction towards is 

undeniable. They have been in search of new life, not just new political leanings. The 

parental generation is aghast over the unexpected change in their wards and fail to fathom the 

cause for lethal fascination towards a book. Dr. Fine regards  the turning away of Nahit form 

his property, father and  the  comfort of  familial  life    as a conspiracy hatched  by the West   

to trounce him and his business  through his son , and everything that was vital for the 

country. Dr. Fine loves   nature and believes in the supreme  power of great men. He tells 

Osman , the narrator  who is  in the same predicament and age like that of his son that   at the  

apt moment ruthlessness will be shown to liberalism prevailing in the country  and the 

Western products.  

     Here Pamuk hints at the conflict between the old way of life  and the increasing 

domination by the West through new products and irresistible books which lure the young to 

seek  love, adventure and new realms of imagination and existence.  appears almost  suicidal 

and baffles the parental generation but it‟s the rebellion of the youth against the  old  mode of 

life.  

Seeking  Meaning of  Life  amidst the Clash of Cultures:   

     Pamuk sees the basic problem not as the East-West divide, Islam or poverty  but the 

feeling of impotence deriving from degradation, the failure to be understood, the inability of 
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such people to make their voices heard. He finds fault with the West in not trying enough to   

understand “the damned of the world” (qtd. in Financial  Times May 10,2003).  

     Pamuk‟s portrayal of the disenchantment of the youth with the old mode of life strikes a 

chord even  in India  where a considerable number of young  people have turned and  are  

turning to a new  way of life though  love  marriages cutting across castes, religions and even 

nationalities or militancy  in the forms of  naxalism and terrorism. The converts could be with 

extreme  political or religious views and embrace  the untraditional   life even at the cost of 

their life. It has to be appreciated that it‟s only humans who dare  pursue a new life  even at 

the cost of  their precious  lives.  

     In the novel, Pamuk shows how one can change one‟s identity under the influence of a 

book or in chasing  the cause of one‟s restlessness. The narrator Osman takes up the identity 

of Mehmet and endears himself to Dr.Fine, the inveterate enemy of pernicious influence of 

the book that misleads the young and his detectives eliminate  those people who spread the 

poison of   Western influence . Osman, the narrator in the novel  goes in search of  Nahit alias 

Mehmet who has assumed Osman‟s  name. Nahit who now calls himself  Osman     has been  

found  leading a tranquil life of copying the book and selling it to those who are interested . 

The narrator Osman is possessed by jealousy because Mehmet  has had earlier loved Janan, 

escaped her spell  and devoted himself to a quiet life whereas he himself has been still 

restless. Nahit alias Mehmet  understood that „it was useless to look for the new life and the 

new realm beyond the text”(222) When the narrator Osman alias Mehmet persists with his 

questions and the exploration of the new life, the quiet Nahit –Mehmet-Osman replies, “You 

are questing for things that are pure, uncorrupted, and clear. But there is no prime mover. It‟s 

futile to search for the key, the word, the source, the original of which we are all mere 

copies”(227-228). The narrator Osman  rationalizes that he was determined to do away with  
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his rival  not because of jealousy but because  his  rival has  lost his hope. The narrator turns 

into an assassin, meets Dr. Fine, the father of the victim but doesn‟t tell him about his act. 

Later Osman comes back to his old life, finds his Janan gone far away for further studies, 

marries another girl and starts leading a routine life. 

      Here one can  understand  how the dazzling sight of angel of hope or desire or death can 

make a person restless to the point of assassinating  others. But when he himself becomes a 

mundane man, he doesn‟t rise his hand against himself. He condones himself rather easily but 

doesn‟t understand why others turn „normal‟ and  escape the  deadly spell of the text. In fact, 

the world outside has many vistas unlike the book that shows only one path of ideal or glory 

or desire or death.  

         Pamuk‟s juxtaposition of the East and the West shows that how the Western civilization 

has slowly replaced candies, watches, artefacts, old landscapes with complete commercial 

culture characterized by billboards, hoardings, advertisements. The loss of memory and 

cultural amnesia proves painful to the people. The old world appears to have   remained only 

in the land where Kurdish guerrillas have been active. The „conspiracy‟ of the West has 

sought to be opposed by the counter-conspiracy of people like Dr.Fine who employs  

detectives  and assassins to   prevent the fans of the new books. But change comes slowly but 

surely despite the resistance of  the East. In the novel Osman, the narrator realizes the inept 

“historical and conservative conspiracies that rendered the land resistant to change were 

going bankrupt”(273) as if   “in response to a hidden command” (273) 

       In a moving passage , the novelist  puts a barrage of questions rhetorically to find those 

responsible for the main streets as well as the back alleys burgeoning with messages 

screaming  on glossy bill boards, the trees on town squares felled, the monotonous railings on 
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the balconies of the apartments, the children pelting the buses with stones, the calendars on 

which Anglo-Saxon  beauties  advertising  truck tires, the  common citizens exchanging 

hostile glances in novel spaces such as elevators, currency exchange counters, waiting rooms 

in order to feel safe. Osman  laments  for “the land suffering from amnesia”(276) under the 

assault form the West. The narrator Osman is angry with the  tranquility of the routine 

copying of  the  book by Nahit alias Mehmet , the son of Dr.Fine. He rationalizes that he has 

saved the son through killing him  from witnessing the change.  

      The old man, the ex-seller of  caramels    whom Osman seeks says that the East taught the 

game of chess to the West which renamed Vizier and Elephant as Queen and bishop and  in 

the world outside the good and the bad fought as the black and the white armies. After his 

conversation with the old man who has penned thousands of doggerels on wrappers of 

candies,    reconciled to  his place in the world and  reaching his eighties enjoying smoking 

two packs of cigarettes a day, Osman  becomes contemplative. The old man senses the 

sorrow of the Osman and tells him that life includes accident, luck, love, loneliness, joy, 

sorrow, light, death and also happiness dim. 

      After coming out of the house of the wise old man, Osman roams the streets without any 

hope or desire “to attain the meaning and the unified reality of the world, the book , and my 

life.” (287) He is all tears when he realizes that his choice of   an individual goal  is 

considered „criminal‟ in his country, his reading in childhood preconditioned him to be  

greatly affected by the book, and his lack of belief in the moral of the story turned his tale 

only an individual one. When he bursts into weeping, a stranger comes and offers him a small 

pouch of mints and a few words of consolation about the final victory over the invading  

West even  it takes  a thousand years. On his return  journey  Osman  senses an impending 
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accident, visualizes the angel of death and the  certain end. Sitting on the front seat near the 

driver, he knew that he would enter the new world despite his wish  to live and return home.       

            Saman Hashemipour thinks that in the novel New Life,  “The hero is Turkey itself, 

caught between the tragic absurdity of his own past and the tragic absurdity of his own 

present”(993) and calls it  “a highly sophisticated and harsh but also pleasing and entertaining 

critique of anti-global economic nationalism.” (995) 
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